
brennahosey: Goodyear is doing a fireworks tailgate event. We are removing all activities other than 

the display. We are using budget savings to afford bigger and better fireworks and we will use close by 

parking lots for overflow 

Mindy_Pieper: City of Casa Grande will be hosting fireworks doing a tailgate/drive-in style. Will have a 

few food trucks onsite.  

Mike Marshall: what do people hear from the State about crowd limitations? 

Lynanne Dellerman's iPhone: the Town of Oro Valley will be taking the fireworks to the people. we 

are still deciding if it will be one or more locations 

cnatceli: We are currently still registering for our parade, food vendors for FreedomFest, etc. 

Bands and all that of course are already booked. At this point, I'm moving forward but we are unsure as 

of yet what we will be officially doing. We are still up in the air. I greatly appreciate hearing all your 

ideas. I look to your larger cities for direction. 

Debbie Pulido: how are you predicting new attendance numbers with scaled back event plans? 

brennahosey: We are live-streaming our fireworks from the event site for folks who want to stay home 

brennahosey: Goodyear ^ 

Jeff Kopp: City of Apache Junction is currently looking at different options for 4th of July. Strongly 

exploring the possibility of having multiple launch sites around the City. 

Hermelinda: City of Chandler is leaning towards fireworks with a drive in style.  There would be no 

activities or vendors.  Looking at options to have pass parking only and then live streaming for those 

who can't get a parking spot. 

mstephens: Question for those hosting events and expecting crowds or just parked cars, what TCP 

and safety controls do you have in place, and what about amenities like restrooms?  Public park facilities 

open?  Port-a-johns? 

Mike Marshall: what date do people anticipate allowing "regular" crowd events? We are planning for a 

one day event July 18 which draws about 3500 people which is well above current limits. 

brennahosey: Goodyear is having patrolling EMT for first aid and we are proving portable restrooms in 

our parking lots but we are not offering food or drink. We are basically allowing folks to bring their own 

Hermelinda: They would be free passes. The parking company would be set up a website where we 

can post on the event site for the public to sign up and reserve them.  The pass would be an QR code 

that the vehicle can show when they come on site, be scanned and then the pass would become invalid. 

Rachael Goodwin: Is there a log/listing of the communities that have officially cancelled? 

Bill Moss City of Peoria: Thank you Hermelinda! 

Hermelinda: You're welcome Bill! 

brennahosey: Would be good to know @Rachael 

Stacia Holmes: CANCELLED - City of Phoenix, Light Up The Sky and After Dark In The Park 



brennahosey: That way we can gauge how hard we will get hit based on cancellations around us 

Bill Moss City of Peoria: The only large cities that have cancelled are Tempe and Surprise that I am aware 

of. 

Alison Feliz: Rachel APRA put out a google spreadsheet for us all to fill in 

Stacia Holmes: CANCELLED - City of Phoenix, Maryvale area and Northwest Phoenix area 

Tonya: Allison - where to find that spreadsheet?  

brennahosey: We are just listening the 4th of July cancellations here right? 

Alison Feliz: 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1xb1hJ3iWGnd9TcYRuVUETIBlJHlp3JwqY7T0o7NHCqw/edit?u

sp=sharing 

Tyre Davis- City of Phoenix: Thanks Alison 

Lani Auwen: The IFEA did not cover closing due to Covid 

Lani Auwen: Pandemics are listed under "Acts of God" and was not covered in our event coverage 

when checking into our festival Ins 

Samantha Coffman, APRA: APRA uses Expo Plus 

Lani Auwen: AZ Aloha Festival had to cancel the day before the event and Insurance did not cover.  

Ins said that they did not know any Event Ins that covered pandemic related closures.  

jhealy: Has anyone considered revising waivers to include language related to communicable diseases.  

I have seen a some organizations adding specific language to their waivers.  

jkent: Tempe Festival of Arts had to cancel, our insurance which covers events did not cover pandemic. 

Can you share the language people are using? 

jhealy: The risk to have direct or indirect contact with individuals who have been exposed to and/or 

diagnosed with one or more communicable diseases, including but not limited to COVID-19 or other 

medical conditions, diseases, or maladies, and/or any mutation or variation thereof does exist and it is 

impossible to eliminate the risk that I could become infected through contact with or close proximity to 

an individual with a communicable disease. 

cspawn: Town of Payson is seeking council direction next week.... Options for closing the park to only 

permit viewing fireworks from one's vehicle - and broadcasting live.  If we don't offer fireworks, still 

being able to utilize funds for other activity to provide to the public, example of drive-in movie, on the 

4th, or cancelation.  

Erica Perez: Can you share the training video? 

Erica Perez: What broadcasting platform did you use for the virtual event? 

Linda Ayres: @Bill Moss  are you allowing the community to come to the park to view the firework 

launches? 

Linda Ayres: thanks 



mstephens: Hi Erica!  The training was a zoom call that folks signed up for in advance.  I don't know if 

it was recorded, but I'll check.  We used facebook for the virtual event. 

jkent: Does anyone depend on sponsorships? If so, are they committing to your fall events? 

Mike Marshall: just trying to confirm. Is anyone planning on trying to have a conventional crowd event 

this summer? 

Erica Perez: For promoter run events, are any of you currently updating your spev polocies in 

regards to vendor booth spacing, attendance limits, seating spacing, sanitation of equipment 

requirements (infltabales., etc). If so, what is the plan for enforcement? 

Bill Moss City of Peoria: Erica, in our promoter events, we have some control over the event footprint.  

Inflatables are off the table for Peoria in the near future.   

Erica Perez: Bill, have you decided on what those footprint limits will be? 

Erica Perez: Tyre, Did you submit those reccomendations as a phased approach or the same 

guidelines moving forward? 

Erica Perez: Trye, would you be able to share those reccomendations once approved? 

Tyre Davis- City of Phoenix: Erica Phased approached.  Somethings are better practices but others 

will be based on the climate and threat 

Tyre Davis- City of Phoenix: I will share once we get them approved 

Chrystal Sawyer: Not only the cost but how do you get your hands on them.  

Jeff Kopp: Another FYI to all on fireworks - Fireworks Productions of Arizona told us that having 

fireworks at multiple locations is a possibility, but might not happen for us. Basically our local Fire 

Department requires a higher certification level at each site at all times, so that would mean head pyros 

from Fireworks Productions at each individual site for us. With 4th of July already being one of their 

busiest days, they don’t foresee having enough staff for covering multiple sites in multiple Cities & 

Towns. So, you guys may want to check to see what your local Fire Departments require of them before 

making a final decision for your community if you decide to go that same route. They said not all 

municipalities have that same requirement for what that is worth... 

MYates: The survey said it was private. Couldn't access it.  

jkent: I don't see the link. Can you put it here 

mstephens: I will check on the training for creating better videos and share with everyone if one 

exists.  Otherwise, I will get you the list of tips and tricks that ASU Peoria Forward shared with me from 

their training session. 

Bob Stinson Town Of Marana : Tank you  

01:23:04 Nikita Uptain: Thank you 


